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Opinion
CRISPR is a family of DNA sequences present in the genes of bacterial species such as 

prokaryotic organisms [1]. These sequences are produced from fragments of DNA from 
microbes that infect the prokaryote. They are used to identify and repair genes from further 
infections and other viruses and bacteria. As a result, these sequences serve a critical role 
in prokaryotes’ antiviral (i.e., anti-phage) defensive system and provide a sort of acquired 
immunity [2]. CRISPR is present in around 50% of sequenced prokaryotes and almost 90% of 
sequenced eukaryotes [3]. Cas9 (or “CRISPR-associated protein 9) is an enzyme that employs 
CRISPR sequences to detect and cleave complementary DNA strands, as shown below (Figure 
1). Cas9 enzymes in combination with CRISPR sequences constitute the core of the Crispr, 
which can be used to modify genes within organisms [4]. This editing approach offers a wide 
range of applications, including primary biology research, product development, and illness 
therapy [5]. The creation of the CRISPR-Cas9 genetic modification system by Emmanuelle 
Charpentier and Jennifer Doudna, was rewarded the 2020 Nobel Prize in Chemistry [6]. Due 
to the abundance of tropical diseases and pests, CRISPR is projected to significantly assist 
Africa’s public health, medicinal, and agricultural sectors. Malaria is the most prevalent 
tropical illness, accounting for over half a million deaths each year.

Figure 1: Cas9 (or “CRISPR-associated protein 9) is an enzyme that employs 
CRISPR sequences to detect and cleave complementary DNA strands.

Mosquitoes carry malaria and other diseases, yet efforts to control them have been 
unsuccessful for years due to the parasites’ biological complexity and the limitations of 
existing tactics. Recently, Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats genomes 
for malaria vectors and Anopheles gambiae were produced [7]. These strains could propagate 
antimalarial genes or decrease generations of wild populations because of their great non-
mendelian inheritance. Though proofs-of-concept have not yet been tested on a broader scale 
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in confinement or the field, their laboratory successes show a high 
promise for malaria elimination using CRISPR-based software 
[8]. On the other hand, African malaria is complicated, involving 
an: gambiae and other organisms. A holistic approach to malaria 
management would apply GDs (gene drives) for these other 
species, possibly with proper existing techniques. Additionally, 
GDs may be used to manage sicknesses, including Aedes aegypti, 
which spreads the dengue, chikungunya, and Zika viruses, for 
which effective vaccines or treatments are at this time unavailable. 
Similarly, inhabitants CRISPR-genetic drives would be appropriate 
in reducing dangerous infective pests in the region that require 
immediate but lack adequate, cost-effective, and feasible wide-area 
control, particularly the fall armyworm Spodoptera frugiperda, 
that wreaks havoc on major staplesii, and synonym invadens. Apart 
from gene drives and other prospective applications, Crispr is 
particularly well suited to healing major genetic illnesses in Africa, 
such as sickle-cell, which remained incurable until Ribeil and 
colleagues reported symptom remission in a patient by lentiviral 
gene therapy [9].

While this is a ground-breaking procedure, it is costly, time-
consuming, and only applicable postnatally, raising worries about 
after-treatment contaminations. Proofs-of-principle in rats and 
before grafting demonstrated the possibility of correcting sickle 
cell disease and other microbial mutations utilizing CRISPR or in 
combination with other methods [10], bolstering the argument 
that it could become the process of choice for effectual and cost-
effective pre- or postnatal DNA segment treatment for sickle 
cell in Africa. Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic 
repeats may create vaccines against tropical diseases such as 
malaria, which are currently hampered by insufficient donor 
support and parasite complexity. However, irradiated trophozoites 
offer immunity against malaria vaccines based on their few mass 
production issues due to the low number of trophozoites ejected by 
mosquitoes. Another possibility, albeit unpleasant and undesirable, 
is bites from mosquitoes carrying irradiated sporozoites. These 
factors necessitate the deployment of alternative malaria 
vaccination techniques. Numerous genes contribute to the fight 
against Plasmodium infections in mosquitoes, and their silencing 
using RNA interference in anophelines modulates immunological 
pathways for or against the disease [11]. However, because RNA 

is transitory, RNA interference may not always wholly reduce RNA 
component. Crispr provides genetic DNA segment silencing and 
is preferable to RNAi for engineering parasites with abundant 
sporozoite creation for vaccinations. Plants and animals in Africa 
are at risk from a variety of cockroaches and illnesses. Breeding 
programs attempt to address these issues but have had limited 
success thus far. CRISPR could aid breeders in Africa in developing 
enhanced wildlife or plants that exhibit disease resistance or other 
desired characteristics. Recent genome editing in the tropical 
staple cassava [12] paves the way for increased efforts to achieve 
food security in Africa.
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